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Elegant Simplicity
Nik Nikolov wins prestigious architecture award
for his Weihnacht huts

R YA N H U LVAT

Restoring a Lost History
Berrisford Boothe helps save a treasure trove of African-American art

Berrisford Boothe, associate professor of art, was previewing his
first major art auction when he struck tarnished gold—a portfolio of
prints by African-American artists. Worried their value had been diluted by moisture damage and ink-transfer staining, he placed a call to his
auction lifeline.
Lewis Tanner Moore, a respected curator, assured Boothe the stained
prints could be restored. He also told Boothe that he couldn’t afford not
to bid on the portfolio.
Boothe bought the portfolio,
“WE’RE DEALING WITH
had the stained prints conserved
and added them to the nearly
A COUNTRY WITH A MASSIVE
200 works by African-American
TROVE OF NEGATIVE IMAGERY
artists that he and his patron,
property developer Jim PetrucOF AFRICAN-AMERICANS”
ci, have collected.
–BERRISFORD BOOTHE
In the past three years,
Boothe and Petrucci have assembled a diverse, balanced group of art objects. Last year, the Petrucci Family Foundation collection was exhibited at three institutions, including
the African American Museum in Philadelphia. A fourth exhibit is set for
November in Portland, Oregon.
The Petrucci collection is an educational, ethical mission by a white
man from New Jersey and a black man from Jamaica.
“We’re using themes inside the African-American experience to foster
cross-cultural understanding and reconciliation,” says Boothe. “We’re
prompting people to ask: How can we protect these cultural assets? Who
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else did our common history forget?”
“I don’t think you can really understand
American history if you don’t understand African-American history,” says Petrucci. “If people
can’t try to walk in each other’s shoes, we’re going to continue to slide backward.”
To help him invest wisely, Petrucci turned
to Boothe. For 30 years, Boothe has been an abstract painter, a realist printmaker, an abstract/
realist photographer, an installation artist and
a collaborator with improvisational musicians.
He’s taught African-American art and co-founded Lehigh’s Africana Studies program.
Boothe has built a collection revolving
around African-American identity and history. Hale Woodruff’s “Coming Home,” a Cubist/
realist linoleum cut, represents a return to the
American South from 1920s Paris, where expatriate black artists co-existed with Picasso
and other Cubists. Calvin Burnett’s ink drawing “Man Shortage” depicts women dancing
while their men are off fighting World War
II. Kara Walker’s silhouette of a black woman
is shouldering a larger silhouette of a white
grande dame.
Boothe guided Petrucci during a 2014 sale

at Swann Auction Galleries
in Manhattan. Petrucci paid
nearly double the top estimate for “Wandering Boy,”
Dox Thrash’s 1940 watercolor
of a muscular young man in
a white hat and shirt, sitting
with a pensive, powerful gaze.
Petrucci paid an auction
record for a Thrash watercolor because he believes
“Wandering Boy” has a high
emotional value. He plans to
use the portrait as an inspirational visual model for annual tributes he underwrites
for football players and top
students at a troubled high
school in Irvington, N.J.
Petrucci and Boothe insist
their friendship has never been
threatened by debates over finances or personal tastes.
“We’re very forthright with
one another,” says Petrucci.
“Berris suffers no fools, which
I appreciate.”
Boothe has driven tens of
thousands of miles to visit
auction houses, galleries, museums, studios and dealers’
homes. This year, on sabbatical, he is spending more time
making art and building an audience for his art. At the same
time, he is helping young professionals archive the careers
and lives of established, elderly, overlooked black artists.
“We’re dealing with a country with a massive trove of negative imagery of African-Americans,” says Boothe. “We don’t
want to collect pretty pictures
that whitewash black life. We
want to collect masterworks
that define humanity, that show
characters in their full, most
authentic human moments.”
—Geoff Gehman ’89G M.A.

FIGURE 3

As visitors to Bethlehem’s Christmas City Village stroll along the south end
of Main Street, the steeply sloped wooden huts glow festively. Assembled during
the city’s annual open-air Christmas market, the Weihnacht huts accommodate a
variety of vendors hawking treats and trinkets.
The challenging task of the huts’ design fascinated Nik Nikolov, assistant professor of architecture, when the Downtown Bethlehem Association approached
him with the pro-bono project three years ago.
The project had, as Nikolov describes, “two specific, very quirky” requirements: First, the 35 huts had to be easily stored, constructed, taken apart and
stored again by volunteers each year; second, given the city’s limited budget, they
had to be inexpensive to build.
“It was a perfect sort of storm of problems and parameters,” says Nikolov.
“... That perked me up completely because it’s a really interesting problem.”
Nikolov’s solution was just as interesting—so much so that the Eastern Pennsylvania chapter of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) recently recognized him with the AIA Award of Excellence, given by an independent jury of architects “for the best built project of 2015 that exhibits excellence in architectural
design and promotes urban and environmental sensitivity.”
Rather than collecting, snow and rain slide off the steeply sloped huts. The
polycarbonate panel roofs allow heat from the sun to collect during daylight
hours, warming the huts’ interiors. The standard-length polycarbonate panels
and 2-by-4-foot rafters require no cutting, and the triangles cut from each 4-by-8foot panel of plywood are used in one of the structures, generating no waste. The
materials for each hut cost approximately $280.
Nikolov feels a sense of satisfaction in seeing his simple and elegant design become a signifier of a local tradition. Recognition from the AIA for his work adds
another level of gratification.
“This is strictly a professional award, and as such it’s a great recognition for
your colleagues to recognize that you did something worthy of being ‘best of,’”
says Nikolov.—Kelly Hochbein

Bethlehem
welcomes
more than
1 million
visitors
during the
Christmas
season.
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